shaping spaces

Where will your LimeGreen journey begin?

shaping
spaces

We are not just focussed on supplying top quality local and
international floor and wall products, we are also passionate
about creating awe-inspiring life and work spaces.

At LimeGreen, we partner with you each
step of the way. From idea generation and
concept, to planning and application and,
finally, the installation. We collaborate with
experts in every field and each product we
use offers the best quality and is governed by
the latest trends from around the world.
Whether you are refitting a small bathroom, or
redesigning your entire home or work place,
LimeGreen has the right solution for you.
Our diverse range of products are sourced to
suit the most beautiful homes, as well as the
most demanding commercial spaces.

Take a closer look

So, if you are looking for inspiring floor and
wall solutions to transform and elevate your
life or work spaces, engage with LimeGreen.
Together, we will bring your ideas to life!

idea generation & concept
Shaping a beautiful space starts with an idea
and must reflect your aspirations. Our team of
product experts and sourcing specialists can
help you generate a concept that captures
the beauty, functionality and essence
of your life or work.

shape & plan
Speak to our specialised team about how to
take your idea and turn it into a breathtaking
LimeGreen space. We offer full planning,
product selection and advisory services.

sourcing & supply
We are uniquely positioned to source the
best tiles and flooring finishes from top local
and international suppliers, offering you the
latest in trends and design, correctly priced
and quality guaranteed.

partnerships & collaboration
LimeGreen offers everything that a designer,
architect or construction specialist needs to
turn the perfect design into the perfect finished
product. Chat to our in-house team about how we
can assist you make your masterpiece a reality.

install & create
RECREATIONAL

We are aligned with the best building
contractors, installers and specialists in the
industry to ensure that the design on paper
translates into a unique LimeGreen space
that leaves you completely satisfied with the
finishing and quality.

HOSPITALITY

Every awe-inspired space is a shade of LimeGreen!
COMMERCIAL

RETAIL

RESIDENTIAL

Where new trends meet island style.
LimeGreen’s product specialists worked closely with the
architects and interior designers to create a new look
for the St Regis Hotel in Mauritius, which now offers a
wonderful combination of modern shapes and the latest
trends in flooring, intertwined with the old-world island
style and a touch of the colonial.
All tiles were sourced, supplied and installed by our teams
and the end result is awe-inspiring.

Project specifics:
Developer:
Abkid (Dubai) on behalf of
Contractor:
Limbada & Limbada (Mauritius)
Interior Designer:
DSGN (South Africa)
Tile Range:
Natural Stone Black & White Marble
Surface Look:
Polished

SHAPING SPACES | LIFE

what
is a life
space?
It’s a space where we share special moments with friends and family.
Within these spaces we must become inspired, motivated and recharged.
The physical space within which one lives and moves has a very gr eat effect on your life.
This is why it is so important to shape your life space to reflect who you are.

“The home
should be the
treasure chest
of living.”
Le Corbusier
Pioneer in modern architecture
and urban planning.

SHAPING SPACES | WORK

what is
a work
space?
We perform at our optimum in these spaces.
We engage with the world and form professional relationships.
These are our spaces to be efficient and productive.
They reflect our abilities, personalities and attitudes.
The spaces we occupy shape who we are and how we behave.
Therefore, they need to be energetic, empowering and visually inspiring.

“Form and
function should
be one, joined
in a spiritual
union.”
Frank Lloyd Wright
Architect and interior designer.

There is no size limit to a life space.

Photographer: Karl Rogers

Apartment B showcases how a 55m2 apartment on the
4th floor can become an awe-inspiring life space.

Project specifics:

This project was a creative collaborative journey
between LimeGreen and Onnah Design, and made use
of vinyl cladding for the walls and oak flooring, coupled
with a simple modern interior design.

Architect:
Hanno de Swardt

Developer:
Private

Interior Designer:
Hanno de Swardt
Oak Range:
Lorraine 190 oak

oak
BLACK

IRON

PEARL

SMOKED OAK

C L AY

SAND

PAPYRUS

C L E A R M AT T

MARKANT WHITE

MARKANT PAPYRUS
CLEAR MIX

HALF WHITE

MARKANT WHITE
PAPYRUS MIX

MARKANT WHITE
CLEAR MIX

CHALK

A high-quality hardwood floor can not only uplift
the look of your life or work space, giving a warm
and inviting feel and adding value to your home.
Oak naturally integrates with any look and allows
for beautiful matching of a wide range of decor
styles, from modern and chic, to old-world and
timeless. What’s more, with the right care, good
quality wooden flooring can last for years.
All the wood supplied by LimeGreen is responsibly
sourced and we pride ourselves on the quality
of our raw timber. The wood is treated and
expertly prepared, and our wood-specialist team
provides exceptional workmanship throughout
the installation phase.
We specialise in supply and installation solutions
for all wooden flooring and ceiling requirements,
including engineered oak planks, solid oak and
various other specialised rare wood products.
With pre-oil or oil-on-site options, we are able
to provide a timber solution to meet almost any
design aesthetic.

WHITE WASH

Technical features

Sustainable Sourcing
Minimising the environmental impact of our products and operations is a crucial element of LimeGreen’s approach to business. All our wood products are sustainably sourced.
We also constantly strive to reduce our carbon footprint by improving waste management, and reducing water and energy consumption.

Creativity comes alive in the
new-look Nando’s stores in
Johannesburg and Cape Town.
Fun with Nandos and their interior design partners
produced this vibrant interior where the tiles became
an artwork.
We took on the exciting challenge of using our
products in a unique way and the results were
magnificent. We used vinyl flooring, porcelain tiles and
oak flooring all in one space and pushed the designs
to the max by combining different tile colours, shapes
and sizes.

Project specifics:
Developer:
Nandos
Contractor:
Brothers United
Architect:
D12
Interior Designer:
D12
Tile Range:
Various

porcelain
elain
tiles
LimeGreen brings you the finest quality porcelain
and ceramic tiles, carefully sourced and supplied
from selected locations around the world.
Our comprehensive range of tiles, from the most
robust and specialised porcelain floor tiles to
the finest decorative ceramics, will suit any
project type.
With access to over 100 top factories worldwide,
offering the latest in international trends and
fashions, we consider ourselves leaders in
our field.

CEMENT-CONCRETE

GRANITE & SPECKLED STONE

LIMESTONE

MARBLE-LOOK

METALLIC SURFACE

DECOR & DESIGN

MODERN STONE BLEND

NATURAL-STONE

STONE

TERRAZZO LOOK

TRAVERTINE LOOK

TIMBER-LOOK

If your space is the canvas, then porcelain tiling is the paint.
The possibilities are endless! Get in touch to find out more about our
extensive combination of designs, colours, textures, shapes, finishes
and sizes.

Technical features

Working together to shape the
perfect life and work spaces.

Project specifics:

At LimeGreen, we collaborate with many of South
Africa’s leading designers, architects, building and
construction specialists, working together to shape the
perfect life and work spaces.

Developer:
Zenprop / Growthpoint JV

The Discovery building in Johannesburg is one that truly
takes your breath away. The design of this 110,000m²
landmark corporate facility, located in Sandton, aimed to
inspire and motivate both staff and visitors alike.

Interior Designer:
Paragon Interface

The project was a creative collaborative journey between
LimeGreen and Boogertman and Partners architects.
Taking over a year to complete, it is one of the showpieces
within the LimeGreen portfolio and demonstrates how
rewarding a journey with LimeGreen can be.

Contractor:
WBHO / Tiber JV
Architect:
Boogertman and Partners

Tile Range:
FAP Roma
Surface Look:
Marble

luxury
vinyl
tiles

This best-in-class luxury vinyl tile range
was developed exclusively by LimeGreen in
conjunction with an international factory of
the highest quality.
Extremely popular in commercial and
domestic environments, LEGNO provides a
soft, durable and cost-effective alternative
to natural timber. With an embossed surface,
bevelled edges and a German-engineered
Välinge click system, the LEGNO range
exudes a subtle, natural character that is of
the highest quality.
The tiles are available in SupaClick (boasting
a valinge lock system), Supastick and Home.

Technical features

These exquisite wood effect wall
and floor tiles, with colours to
match your perfect space, can
be used just about anywhere.
And, being waterproof, they are
an excellent solution for the
kitchen and bathroom.

Breathe Easier About Your Flooring
All of our luxury vinyl tiles have been tested for formaldehyde emmitions and levels.

LEGNO CHARDONNAY

LEGNO PINOT GRIGIO

LEGNO CHIANTI RUSTIC

LEGNO GRENACHE

LEGNO NEBBIOLO

LEGNO BORDEAUX

AUGUSTA GOLDEN BELL

AUGUSTA TEA OLIVE

AUGUSTA AZALIA

AUGUSTA MAGNOLIA

AUGUSTA FIRETHRON

AUGUSTA JUNIPER

Appeal vs practicality.
Gyms are busy centres for health, fitness, social
engagement and personal wellbeing ... and a tough
environment for floors and walls! But high traffic,
physically demanding environments can still be
attractive and inspiring, as LimeGreen’s solution for the
Vivo Gyms demonstrates.
Both practical and aesthetically pleasing, the flooring
and claddings perfectly compliment this energetic get
up and go space.

Project specifics:
Developer:
Viva Gyms
Contractor:
Various
Architect:
Design Partnership
Interior Designer:
Design Partnership
Tile Range:
Various

sanware

LOCAL PROJECTS:
AC Hotel (Marriott, Cape Town)
The Commodore (V&A Waterfront, CT)
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel (CT)
Radisson (CT)

& brassware
TAPS
BASINS
TOILETS
SHOWERS
VANITY UNITS

D’Oreale Grand Hotel, Emperors Palace
(JHB)
Four Seasons - The Westcliff (JHB)
Michelangelo Towers (JHB)
Holiday Inn Millwork (JHB)
Mount Grace Hotel (JHB)
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS:
Avani Hotel (Gabarone, Botswana)
Grand Palm (Gabarone, Botswana)
Hilton (Gaborone, Botswana)

LimeGreen Sourcing Solutions has positioned itself
through key relationships with both renowned local
and international sanware specialists by expanding
their offering to include the latest sanware trends and
designs, whilst ensuring both quality and functionality.

Hilton (Kinshasa, DRC)
Hilton Garden Inn (Lusaka, Zambia)
Hilton Garden Inn (Mbabane, Swaziland)
Long Beach (Mauritius)
St Regis (Mauritius)
The Grand Mauritian (Mauritius)
Raddison (Maputo Mozambique)

Our vision is to differentiate ourselves in the market
by offering our clients an overall solution across
the flooring and sanware categories that is highly
attractive and affordable. By utilising our excellent
trading terms with our suppliers we are able to further
add value on large projects with the option of prenegotiated volumetric discounts.

Hilton (Windhoek, Namibia)
The Wheatbaker (Nigeria)
Carana Beach Resort (Seychelles)
Denis Island (Seychelles)

LimeGreen has a team of industry experts dedicated
to sanware & brassware specifications who can
confidently provide you with a range of options to suit
any budget. Our technical product solutions carry the
guarantees a project requires to function optimally
without compromising on service delivery.

A few of the local and international factories we are proud
to source from:

GERMA NY

GERMA NY

GERMA NY

SWITZERL A ND

SWITZERL A ND

GERMA NY

NETHERL A NDS

WORLDWIDE

SOUTH AFR I CA

G ER MAN Y

SOUTH AFR I CA

SP AI N

UNITED STATES

TU R KEY

projects
NANDOS - CRESDA, JHB

RESIDENTIAL - CT

LimeGreen provides a tailormade solution from source to
site; whereby the specification
is resolved locally and the
stock is shipped directly to
site. We ensure global brand
specification requirements
are met and upheld.
RESIDENTIAL - CT

D I S CO V E RY P A R K - J H B

D I S CO V E RY P A R K - J H B

SASOL - JHB

E R N S T & Y O U N G - S A N D TO N , J H B

RESIDENTIAL - CT

V I V O GY M

DEAR CHEF - CT

www.limegreenss.co.za

Where will your LimeGreen journey begin?
JOHANNESBURG
109 5th Street,
Wynberg, Sandton
+27 (0)11 325 2893

CAPE TOWN
16 Nyman Street,
Maitland, Cape Town
+27 (0)21 447 2254

DURBAN
30 Churchill Road,
Stamfordhill
+27 (0)31 303 1681

Or take a closer look and visit our website: www.limegreenss.co.za
www.limegreenss.co.za
Connect with us on social media.

Share #MyLimeGreenSpace

